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Pinnacle Clad
Our top-of-the-line Pinnacle wood clad windows and doors offer a large selection of styles
and shapes. The exterior comes in a low maintenance extruded aluminum cladding. You can
choose from:


22 standard colors



21 feature colors



8 anodized finishes*

The interiors of our Pinnacle product lines are made from the finest woods available, including
Clear Select Pine, Natural Alder or Douglas Fir.
NEW! Many Pinnacle windows and doors are now also available in stylish contemporary
options that allow for cleaner architectural sightlines, more visible glass and increased natural
light. Explore Pinnacle clad products below, or visit our Contemporary Idea Book for
inspiration.

Click here to find warranty information and installation instructions.

Products
 Casement & Awning

Simplicity is a thing of beauty. Casements and awnings provide convenience and energy
conservation in one easy-to-use, even easier-to-look-at unit. The Pinnacle casements and
awnings offer maximum light, excellent ventilation and simple cleaning. With an endless
number of sizes and options, we can make a casement or awning for any room in your
home. We use a thick, two-inch sash and our special tape and silicone glazing method to
increase insulation and, more importantly, reduce your energy bills. Our sleek, singlelever, multi-point hardware makes for effortless operation and a tight, leakproof fit.
See more information »

 Double Hung & Glide-by

We've made your world easier. Windsor’s double hung and glide-by windows are not
only an attractive addition to a home, they are extremely easy to maintain. The sash on
the double hung easily tilts in and removes for easy cleaning. Our unique locking shoe
balance system also allows you to effortlessly replace or remove individual sashes. Clad
units come with heavy-duty .050 extruded aluminum cladding that resists the elements.
See more information »

 Direct Set & Radius

Fixed unit windows complement your home's more traditional windows and doors,
adding natural light and decorative touches throughout the house. Choose from
numerous shapes and sizes available from Windsor, including radius, segtop, transoms
and special shapes. Low-profile options provide a slim, sleek contemporary look many
homeowners desire. You can also have it completely customized and built to order. Create

ambiance with increased sunlight or create a conversation piece with one-of-a-kind
designs – the choice is yours.
See more information »

 90-degree Corner Window

Wrap your room in natural light. Introducing a 90-degree corner window designed
with clean, straight lines to maximize your view. Whether you want to finish off a
sunroom with architectural interest or create expansive panoramic views in a kitchen, our
corner windows are built to give your project a bold, modern look.
Our Pinnacle clad 90-degree corner window is constructed with a low profile direct set
frame, allowing for architecturally correct alignment and sightlines with other Pinnacle
clad low profile direct set and radius products. Increased visible glass provides a clear
view of the outside world, while high-performance thermal ratings maintain a
comfortable indoor environment.
See more information »

 Sliding Patio Door

Smooth, sleek and incredibly charming. Whether you choose from narrow or French
options, Pinnacle sliding doors will be the talk of your next outdoor event with their
incredible ease and aesthetics. With up to four panels, the doors glide effortlessly on two
end adjustable tandem steel ball bearing rollers. Sliding doors have a pultruded fiberglass
sill available in a gray or bronze finish. The heavy-duty weatherstripping also ensures
your patio doors will be ready for the changing seasons, even when your patio is not.
See more information »

 Swinging Patio Door

The highlight of a house. Windsor offers several options for Pinnacle swinging patio
doors. Choose from in-swing or out-swing models. Add architectural interest with a
curved seg-top patio door. Select 1 or 2 operational panels. Include up to 4 panels in a
single frame. Go traditional with our standard door panel, or make it contemporary and
invite more light with our narrow stile selection. For safety, we can install multi-point
locking hardware – for style, we can accent your doors with a customized transom, radius
or sidelites. The design options continue with up to 50 different exterior clad colors and
finishes, several hardware styles, multiple hardware finishes and numerous grille options.
See more information »

 Multi-slide Patio Door

Enhance your views. Whether your home looks onto a beautiful cityscape, quiet lake or
another stunning scene, choose Pinnacle clad multi-slide patio doors. These impactful
design elements add brilliant outdoor views, giving you a unique architectural element
while expanding the feel of you indoor living space.
Available in stacking or pocket configurations up to 20 feet wide, our multi-slide patio
doors offer many of the same features as other products in the Pinnacle line. Choose from
22 clad colors, 20 feature colors, one of three wood species, and a variety of glazing
options and grille designs.
See more information »

 Bi-fold Patio Door

Enjoy smooth operation and the beauty of the outdoors with bi-fold doors from
Windsor Windows & Doors. Create the perfect setting with a wide variety of sizes,
colors and hardware configurations. Considering a contemporary look? Check out our
narrow stile bifold door option that allows for more glass and expanded views.
See more information »
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